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Abstract
This paper argues that the judicial use of
formal language theory and grammatical
inference are invaluable tools in under-
standing how deep neural networks can
and cannot represent and learn long-term
dependencies in temporal sequences.
Learning experiments were conducted
with two types of Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNNs) on six formal languages
drawn from the Strictly Local (SL) and
Strictly Piecewise (SP) classes. The
networks were Simple RNNs (s-RNNs)
and Long Short-Term Memory RNNs
(LSTMs) of varying sizes. The SL and
SP classes are among the simplest in a
mathematically well-understood hierarchy
of subregular classes. They encode lo-
cal and long-term dependencies, respec-
tively. The grammatical inference algo-
rithm Regular Positive and Negative Infer-
ence (RPNI) provided a baseline.
According to earlier research, the LSTM
architecture should be capable of learning
long-term dependencies and should out-
perform s-RNNs. The results of these ex-
periments challenge this narrative. First,
the LSTMs’ performance was generally
worse in the SP experiments than in the SL
ones. Second, the s-RNNs out-performed
the LSTMs on the most complex SP exper-
iment and performed comparably to them
on the others.
1 Investigating Deep Learning
This paper argues that formal language theory and
grammatical inference can provide a systematic
way to better understand the kinds of patterns deep
learning networks (Goodfellow et al., 2016) are
able to learn. The main ideas are illustrated with
experiments testing how well two types of Recur-
rent Neural Networks (RNNs) can learn different
kinds of simple, subregular formal languages with
a grammatical inference algorithm serving as a
baseline.
Using formal languages to investigate the learn-
ing capabilities of neural networks is not without
precedent. Much earlier research also used for-
mal languages to probe the learning capabilities of
neural networks; Schmidhuber (2015, sec. 5.13)
provides a review. Section 2 highlights some of
this work and makes clear our own contribution.
Long-term dependencies in temporal sequences
have a distinguished history in the development of
neural network learning models and in generative
linguistics. Bengio et al. (1994) define long-term
dependencies this way: “A task displays long-term
dependencies if prediction of the desired output
at time t depends on input presented at an earlier
time τ ≪ t.” Many examples of such long-term
dependencies abound in nature and engineering.
For example, generative linguists, beginning with
Chomsky (1956, 1957), have studied the gram-
matical basis of long-term dependencies in natu-
ral languages and have raised the question of how
such dependencies are learned (Chomsky, 1965).
We test simple RNNs (s-RNNs) (Elman, 1990)
and Long Short-Term Memory RNNs (LSTMs)
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) on simple
regular languages which encode local and long-
term dependencies. Readers are referred to
Goodfellow et al. (2016) and Goldberg (2017) for
details of these two types of networks.
A common narrative in the deep learning litera-
ture is that LSTMs are a solution to learning long-
term dependencies, which are problematic for s-
RNNs. For example, Schmidhuber’s (2015) re-
view, which received the first Best Paper Award
ever issued by the journal Neural Networks, ex-
plains that “Typical deep NNs suffer from the now
famous problem of vanishing or exploding gradi-
ents.” He calls this “the fundamental deep learn-
ing problem of gradient descent.” It is these van-
ishing or exploding gradients that prevent neu-
ral networks like s-RNNs from learning long-term
dependencies. Schmidhuber explains how much
subsequent research was dedicated to overcom-
ing this problem and writes “LSTM-like networks
. . . alleviate the problem through a special archi-
tecture unaffected by it.”
Similarly, writing in Nature, LeCun et al.
(2015, p. 442) say “Although [RNNs] main pur-
pose is to learn long-term dependencies, theoret-
ical and empirical evidence shows that it is diffi-
cult to learn to store information for very long.”
They go on to write “LSTM networks have subse-
quently proved to be more effective than conven-
tional RNNs” because LSTMs “use special hidden
units, the natural behaviour of which is to remem-
ber inputs for a long time.”
Therefore, we were particularly interested in
understanding how well LSTMs can learn long-
term dependencies within temporal sequences. We
developed training and test data sets for formal
languages drawn from the Strictly Local (SL)
and Strictly Piecewise (SP) classes of formal lan-
guages. As will be explained in more detail in §3,
SL and SP languages are simple regular languages
which only encode local and certain types of long-
term dependencies, respectively.
These formal languages are drawn from
well-understood subclasses of the regular lan-
guages which form a complexity hierarchy
(McNaughton and Papert, 1971; Rogers et al.,
2010; Rogers and Pullum, 2011). These hierar-
chies measure the complexity of formal languages
not in terms of automata-theoretic measures,
such as the size of the minimal deterministic
automaton, but instead on a model-theoretic
basis (Enderton, 2001; Rogers et al., 2013). In
other words, the complexity of a formal lan-
guage is determined by the kind of logic and
model-theoretic representation needed to specify
it (Rogers and Pullum, 2011). As Rogers et al.
(2013) explain, these classes also have a cognitive
interpretation.
In the experiments, there were six target lan-
guages to learn: three SL and three SP. For each
language, three training sets were prepared, and
for each training set two test sets were prepared,
for a total of 36 test sets. The training and test data
was also controlled for word length so we could
assess the networks’ ability to generalize to strings
longer than the ones in the training sample. The
LSTMs and s-RNNs were trained on both positive
and negative examples. We conducted several ex-
periments, systematically varying the vector sizes
in the networks. These experimental details are
explained in §4.
The results, presented in §5, are unexpected
given the narrative outlined above. The narra-
tive would suggest that the s-RNNs and LSTMs
may perform comparably on the SL experiments,
but that s-RNN performance would be worse than
LSTM performance on the SP experiments due to
the presence of long-term dependencies. Further-
more, since the LSTMs are “unaffected” by the
“fundamental deep learning problem,” we may ex-
pect that the LSTM performance on the SP exper-
iments to be comparable to the ones on the SL ex-
periments.
Neither of these expectations were borne out.
While the RNNs performed above chance in all
of our experiments, they struggled learning the
two most complex SP languages as compared to
the matched SL languages. Furthermore, the s-
RNNs performed comparably to the LSTMs in
many of the SP experiments, and in fact out-
performed the LSTMs on the most complex SP
learning task. Also, both LSTMs and s-RNNs did
relatively poorly on the simplest SL experiment.
When learning fails, it is natural to ask whether
the training data was sufficiently rich for it to be
reasonable for correct inference to take place. For
this reasons, we also ran the grammatical infer-
ence algorithm Regular Positive and Negative In-
ference (RPNI) (Oncina and Garcia, 1992) on the
test sets and examined its output. RPNI provably
infers any regular language, provided the train-
ing data is sufficient. Readers are referred to
de la Higuera (2010) for details on RPNI. When
RPNI is successful, it means there is enough infor-
mation in the training sample for correct inference
to occur, at least for learning algorithms which
only consider regular languages as targets. RPNI’s
results suggest that training data was sufficient in
almost all of the SP experiments, but only in one-
third of the SL experiments. This one-third in-
cludes the simple SL experiments where the RNNs
struggled. The analysis with RPNI makes it harder
to explain away the poor performance of the RNNs
on the grounds that the data was insufficient. Sec-
tion 6 discusses this, and other aspects of the re-
sults in more detail.
Our conclusion is that the there is much more
to be learned about the how RNNs represent and
learn long-term dependencies in sequences. We
believe that understanding how RNNs generalize
from their training data will follow from connect-
ing the behavior of RNNs to classes of formal lan-
guages like the ones here.
2 Motivation and background
In the 1990s, many studies aimed to learn for-
mal languages with neural networks. When
the aim was to predict the next symbol
of a string drawn from a regular language,
first-order RNNs were used (Casey, 1996;
Smith, A.W., 1989). The target languages here
were based on the Reber grammar (Reber,
1967). When the aim was to decide whether
a string is grammatical, second-order RNNs
were used (Pollack, 1991; Watrous and Kuhn,
1992; Giles et al., 1992). Here the target lan-
guages were the regular languages studied by
Tomita (Tomita, 1982). Later research tar-
geted nonregular languages (Schmidhuber et al.,
2002; Chalup and Blair, 2003). One strik-
ing result established that LSTMs can learn
some context-sensitive formal languages exhibit-
ing long-distance dependencies with uncanny pre-
cision (Prez-Ortiz et al., 2003).
The reasons for making formal languages the
targets of learning are as valid today as they were
decades ago. First, the grammars generating the
formal languages are known. Therefore training
and test data can be generated as desired. Thus,
the scientist can run controlled experiments to see
whether particular generalizations are reliably ac-
quired under particular training regimens.
Importantly, the relative complexity of differ-
ent formal languages may provide additional in-
sight. If it is found that formal languages of one
type are more readily learned than formal lan-
guages of another type in some set of experiments
then the difference between these classes may be
said to meaningfully capture some property un-
available to the RNNs in the experiments. Subse-
quent work may lead to proofs and theorems about
which properties of RNNs lead to the reliable in-
ference of formal languages from certain classes
and which do not. It may also lead to new network
architectures which overcome identified hurdles.
There are two important differences between
the present paper and past research, beyond the
development in neural networks. First, the regu-
lar languages chosen here are known to have cer-
tain properties. The Reber grammars and Tomita
languages were not understood in terms of their
abstract properties or pattern complexity. While
it was recognized some encoded long-term depen-
dencies and some did not, there was little recog-
nition of the computational nature of these for-
mal languages beyond that. In contrast, the for-
mal languages in this paper are much better un-
derstood. While subregular distinctions had al-
ready been studied by the time of that research
(McNaughton and Papert, 1971), it went unrecog-
nized how that branch of computer science could
inform neural network learning.
The second difference is the advances in gram-
matical inference over the past few decades.
The development of RPNI (Oncina and Garcia,
1992) essentially solved the problem of effi-
ciently learning regular languages from positive
and negative data. Other results addressed the
learning of subregular classes from positive data
only (Garcia et al., 1990; Garcı´a and Ruiz, 2004;
Heinz, 2010b; Heinz et al., 2012). Like the work
on subregular complexity, what these analytical
approaches to learning formal languages offered
neural network researchers went unrecognized.
3 Subregular Complexity
Figure 1 shows proper inclusion relationships
of well-studied classes of subregular languages.
The Strictly Local (SL), Locally Testable (LT),
and Non-Counting (NC) classes were studied by
(McNaughton and Papert, 1971). The Locally
Threshold Testable (LTT) class was introduced
and studied by (Thomas, 1982). The Piece-
wise Testable (PT) class was introduced and stud-
ied by (Simon, 1975). The Strictly Piecewise
(SP) class was studied by (Rogers et al., 2010).
As many authors discuss, these classes are natu-
ral because they have multiple characterizations
in terms of logic, automata, regular expressions,
and abstract algebra. Cognitive interpretations of
these classes also exist (Rogers and Pullum, 2011;
Rogers et al., 2013).
From the perspective of natural language pro-
cessing, SL is the formal language-theoretic basis
of n-gram models (Jurafsky and Martin, 2008) and
SP models aspects of phonology (Heinz, 2010a).
Next we define these classes, focusing on the
SL and SP classes since languages belonging to
them form the learning targets in the experiments
described in §4.
3.1 Mathematical Notation
Let Σ denote a finite set of symbols, the alphabet,
and Σ∗ the set of elements of the free monoid of
Σ under concatenation. We refer to these elements
both as strings and as words. The ith symbol in
word w is denoted wi. Left and right word bound-
ary markers (⋊ and ⋉, respectively) are symbols
not in Σ. A stringset (also called formal language)
is a subset of Σ∗.
If u and v are strings, uv denotes their con-
catenation. Similarly, if S1, S2 are stringsets then
S1S2 denotes their concatenation and is equal to
{uv | u ∈ S1, v ∈ S2}.
For all u, v, w, x ∈ Σ∗, if x = uwv then then w
is a substring of x. If x ∈ Σ∗w1Σ
∗w2Σ
∗ . . . wnΣ
∗
then w is a subsequence of x. A substring (sub-
sequence) of length k is called a k-factor (k-
subsequence). Let factork(w) denote the set of
substrings of w of length k. Let subseqk(w) de-
note the set of subsequences of w up to length
k. The domains of these functions extend to lan-
guages in the normal way.
3.2 Strictly Local Stringsets
A stringset L is Strictly k-Local (SLk) iff when-
ever there is a string x of length k − 1 and strings
u1, v1, u2, v2 ∈ Σ
∗, such that u1xv1, u2xv2 ∈ L
then u1xv2 ∈ L. We say L is closed under suf-
fix substitution. L is SL if L ∈ SLk for some k
(Rogers and Pullum, 2011).
As discussed in (McNaughton and Papert,
1971; Rogers and Pullum, 2011), SLk languages
can also be characterized by a finite set of
k-factors as follows. Observe first that for
each k, factork({⋊}Σ
∗{⋉}) is finite. Let
a SLk grammar be a set of k-factors G ⊆
factork({⋊}Σ
∗{⋉}). The language of G is the
stringset L(G) = {w | factork(⋊w⋉) ⊆ G}.
Thus, the grammar G is the set of permissible k-
factors. Any k-factor w in factork({⋊}Σ
∗{⋉})
which is not in G is thus forbidden and conse-
quently all strings containing w as a substring
are not in L(G). Consequently, SL stringsets can
also be defined with grammars that only contain
finitely many forbidden k-factors as we do in
§4. From a logical perspective, SL stringsets
can thus be expressed as the conjunction of
negative literals where literals correspond to a
model-theoretic representation of strings where
the order of the elements is given by a successor
relation (Rogers and Pullum, 2011).
3.3 Strictly Piecewise Stringsets
A stringset L is Strictly k-Piecewise (SPk) iff
subseqk(w) ⊆ subseqk(L) implies w ∈ L. L is
SP if there is a k such that it belong to SPk; equiv-
alently, L belongs to SP iff L is closed under sub-
sequence (Rogers et al., 2010). SPk stringsets can
also be defined with a finite set of k-subsequences
(Rogers et al., 2010). In fact the parallel to SLk is
near perfect.
Observe the set subseqk(Σ
∗) is finite. Let a
SPk grammar be a set of k-subsequences G ⊆
subseqk(Σ
∗). The language of G is the stringset
L(G) = {w | subseqk(w) ⊆ G}. The gram-
mar G is the set of permissible k-subsequences.
Any k-subsequence w in subseqk(Σ
∗) which is
not in G is thus forbidden so strings containing
w as a subsequence are not in L(G). Since for
each k, subseqk(Σ
∗) is finite, SP stringsets can
also be defined with grammars containing forbid-
den k-subsequences as in §4. From a logical per-
spective, SP stringsets can thus be expressed as
the conjunction of negative literals where literals
correspond to a model-theoretic representation of
strings where the order of the elements is given by
the precedence relation (Rogers et al., 2013).
3.4 Locally and Piecewise Testable Classes
A stringset L is Locally k-Testable (LTk) iff for all
w, v ∈ Σ∗, it is the case that if factork(⋊w⋉) =
factork(⋊v⋉) then either w, v ∈ L or w, v 6∈ L.
In other words, membership of a string w in any
LTk stringset is determined solely by the set of k-
factors in w. Similarly, a stringset L is Piecewise
k-Testable (PTk) iff for all w, v ∈ Σ
∗, it is the case
that if subseqk(⋊w⋉) = subseqk(⋊v⋉) then
either w, v ∈ L or w, v 6∈ L. Here, membership of
a string w in any PTk stringset is determined solely
by the set of k-subsequences in w. Stringsets are
LT (PT) if there is some k such that they are LTk
(PTk), respectively.
It can be proven that LT (PT) languages are
those equivalent to a Boolean combination of
finitely many SL (SP) formal languages. LT (PT)
are also parameterized by a k value, which corre-
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Figure 1: Subregular language classes with inclusion shown from the top down.
sponds to the largest k-value among the SL lan-
guages they are a Boolean combination of.
From a logical perspective, the LT and PT
classes can be defined with propositional state-
ments over relational structures representing se-
quences where the order relation is given as suc-
cessor and precedence, respectively, as shown in
Figure 1 (Rogers et al., 2013).
3.5 Locally Threshold Testable,
NonCounting, and Regular Classes
A stringset L is Locally Threshold Testable iff
there are two numbers k and t such that for
all strings u, v ∈ Σ∗ and k-factors x ∈
factork({⋊}Σ
∗{⋉}) if the number of times x
occurs in u is the same as the number of times x
occurs in v whenever this number is less than t or
occurs at least t times in both u and v then either
u, v ∈ L or u, v 6∈ L. In other words, membership
of a string w in any LTTt,k stringset is determined
solely by the number of occurences each k fac-
tor occurs in w, counting them only up to some
threshold t. The LTk class equals LTT1,k.
A stringset L is NonCounting iff there is a k
such that for all w, u, v ∈ Σ∗, if wuv ∈ L then
wuk+1v ∈ L. McNaughton and Papert (1971)
prove languages in the NonCounting class are ex-
actly those definable with star-free generalized
regular expressions and exactly those obtained by
closing LT stringsets under concatenation.
Languages in the LTT and NC classes can
be defined with first-order statements over
relational structures representing sequences
where the order relation is given as successor
and precedence, respectively (Thomas, 1982;
McNaughton and Papert, 1971; Rogers et al.,
2013). LTT is thus properly included in NC
because successor is first-order definable with
precedence but precedence is not first-order
definable with successor.
Informally, a stringset L is regular if the re-
sources required to decide whether a string u be-
longs to L is independent of the length of u. They
can be defined as those formal languages recog-
nizable by finite-state acceptors. Bu¨chi (1960)
showed these are exactly the stringsets definable
with weak monadic second-order logic with the
order relation given as successor (or precedence,
since the precedence relation is MSO-definable
from successor and vice versa). Stringsets that are
regular but not NonCounting typically count mod-
ulo some n. For example, the stringset which con-
tains all and only strings with an even number of
as is not NonCounting, but regular.
3.6 Further Comment
SL, SP, LT, PT, and LTT classes form infi-
nite hierarchies of language classes based on k
(Rogers and Pullum, 2011; Rogers et al., 2010).
In particular for all k ∈ N, SLk ( SLk+1,
SPk ( SPk+1, LTk ( LTk+1, PTk ( PTk+1
and LTTt,k ( LTTt,k+1. It is also true that
LTTt,k ( LTTt+1,k. Consequently, for any SL
(SP/LT/PT/LTT) stringset, the smallest k value for
which it is SLk (SPk/LTk/PTk/LTTt,k) is another
measure of its complexity.
We analyzed the Reber (1967) and Tomita
(1982) languages and concluded the following.
The Reber grammar is SL3 and the embedded Re-
ber grammar is LT3. Tomita languages 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, and 7 are SL1, SL2, regular, SL3, regular,
regular, and SP4, respectively.
The subregular hierarchies provide a much
more fine-grained meaning to the term long-term
dependency. For example, SL dependencies are
effectively bounded by a window of size k, but
none of the other classes are limited in this way.
Consequently the distinctions between them dis-
tinguish different kinds of long-term dependen-
cies. This is why we are optimistic that much
these subregular properties can meaningfully in-
form how RNNs represent and learn long-term de-
pendencies.
4 The Experiments
Here we describe the target languages, the training
data, the test sets, the neural network architectures
and RPNI.
We implemented the RNNs with Chainer
(http://chainer.org). RPNI was imple-
mented using Matlab and the gi-toolbox
https://code.google.com/archive/
p/gitoolbox (Akram et al., 2010). The files
we used with Chainer, gi-toolbox, and
the ones we used to prepare the training and test
sets are available online at https://github.
com/enesavc/subreg_deeplearning.
4.1 Target Languages
In this study, six formal target languages were de-
fined in order for training and testing purposes. In
each case, we let Σ = {a, b, c, d}.
Table 1 defines the six formal languages we
used in this study. Each of the SL languages was
defined with four banned substrings and each of
the SP languages was defined with one banned
subsequence. We refer to these six languages by
the class they belong to: SL2, SL4, SL8, SP2, SP4,
and SP8.
These grammars were implemented as finite-
state machines using foma, a publicy available,
open-source platform (Hulden, 2009). The num-
ber of states in the minimal deterministic automa-
ton recognizing these six languages are shown in
Table 1.
4.2 Training data
Training data was generated with foma. For each
language L we generated three training data sets,
which we call 1k, 10k, and 100k because they con-
tained 1,000, 10,000, and 100,000 words, respec-
tively. Half of the words in each training set were
positive examples (so they belonged to L) and half
were negative examples (so they did not belong to
L). Training words were between length 1 and 25.
For the positive examples there were 20, 200, and
2,000 words of each length. For the negative ex-
amples, we wanted to provide 20, 200, and 2,000
words of each length, respectively. However, as
the k value increases, there is no negative data
for shorter words since all shorter words belong
to L. In this case, we generated 20×k, 200×k, and
2,000×k of words of length k, and also 20, 200,
and 2,000 words for the lengths between k+1 and
25. Training words were generated randomly us-
ing foma, so training sets contained duplicates.
4.3 Test sets
For each language L and each training regimen T
for L, we developed two test sets, which we call
Test1 and Test2. Test1 and Test2 contain 1,000,
10,000, or 100,000 words depending on whether
T is 1k, 10k, or 100k, respectively. Half of the test
words belong to L and half do not. Test1 and Test2
only contain novel words. Novel positive words
belong to L but do not belong to the positive ex-
amples in T. Novel negative words neither belong
to L nor to the negative examples in T.
The difference between the two test sets has to
do with word length. Test1 words are no longer
than 25. Test2 words are of length between 26 and
50. Thus while both sets test for generalization,
Test2 importantly checks to what extent the gener-
alizations are independent of word length.
For Test2, we used foma to randomly gener-
ate 20, 200, and 2,000 positive words and negative
words for each length between 26 and 50.
For Test1, we used foma to randomly gener-
ate words whose length was less than 26. Again,
we wanted to generate 20, 200, and 2,000 positive
words and negative words for each length. How-
ever, there may not be positive or negative words
for some of the shorter lengths. This is because
either they do not exist for the target language L,
or because they do exist for L but they also exist
in the training data in which case they would not
be novel. For positive (negative) words, we did
Table 1: The six target stringsets with Σ = {a, b, c, d}.
Language Class Forbidden k-factors in target stringsets Minimal DFA size
SL2 ⋊b, aa, bb, a⋉ 3
SL4 ⋊bbb, aaaa, bbbb, aaa⋉ 7
SL8 ⋊bbbbbbb, aaaaaaaa, bbbbbbbb, aaaaaaa⋉ 15
Language Class Forbidden k-subsequences in target stringsets
SP2 ab 2
SP4 abba 4
SP8 abbaabba 8
the following. If there was at least one word of a
particular length, we randomly generated 20, 200,
or 2,000 words of that length depending on T. We
also generated extra words of length 25 (specif-
ically 200, 2,000, or 20,000). We concatenated
these together ordered by length into one file and
then selected the first 500, 5,000, or 50,000 words
to be the positive (negative) words in Test1. In
other words, we effectively padded the Test1 with
words of length 25 when there were no words of
shorter lengths.
The order of the words in the test sets was ran-
domized.
4.4 RNN Architectures
For the LSTMs and s-RNNs, we constructed sim-
ple networks to test the capability of the networks
themselves. First we describe properties of the ar-
chitectures shared by both RNN types (the LSTMs
and s-RNNs) and then we discuss specific aspects
of the LSTMs.
For each input string, the RNNs can be repre-
sented as a connected graph as shown in Figure 2.
The output of the network is the probability of the
input word belonging to the target language.
The output of the embed layer in Figure 2
is known as the distributed representation of the
symbol, which is equivalent to a linear layer (with
no bias) that maps the one-hot vector to a real-
valued vector. The outputs of the recurrent layer
corresponding to each symbol are ignored except
for the last one. The output corresponding to the
last symbol is mapped to a two dimensional vector
through the softmax layer, whose elements repre-
sent the positive and negative probabilities.
Each value of the weights in the embed layer
were independently initialized according to the
normal distribution.
For all the RNNs in this study the vector sizes
✛
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Figure 2: An unrolled RNN for predicting mem-
bership.
of the recurrent layer and the embed layer were
made identical. For each type of RNN, we ex-
amined three networks of varying sizes, which we
call v10, v30, and v100 because the vectors at each
layer are of size 10, 30, and 100, respectively.
For the LSTMs, the standard architecture
with forget gates and without peepholes was
used among the various possible modifica-
tions (Greff et al., 2015). The recurent layer of
the LSTMs includes four fully-connected layers
called the input gate, the block input, the forget
gate, and the output gate. The weights of those
layers are initialized in the same manner as the
embed layer except for the weights of the forget
gate, which were initialized according to the nor-
mal distribution with mean 1 and variance 1.
4.5 RNN Training
When training the RNNs, the training data was
divided into batches, and the gradient is calcu-
lated for each batch. The strings in each batch are
usually chosen uniformly and randomly to avoid
biased gradients. However, calculations become
inefficient if strings are chosen completely ran-
domly due to large differences in the lengths of
the strings. Thus, we sort all strings first in order
of their lengths, re-order partially, block them and
choose those blocks randomly. The RNNs pro-
cessed the training data 100 times or ‘epochs.’
Other training parameters are as follows. The
batch size is 128. The L2 norm of the gradi-
ent is clipped with 1.0. The lengths of strings
in each batch are aligned through padding an ad-
ditional symbol whose embedding is fixed to the
zero vector. The optimization algorithm called
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) is applied.
4.6 RPNI
RPNI takes as input a training set of positive
and negative examples and outputs a determinis-
tic finite-state acceptor (DFA), which accepts and
rejects strings.
RPNI itself is deterministic. In other words, if
RPNI is run on the same training data multiple
times, the variance in its performance on the test
sets will be zero. This is because for a given train-
ing set, it will always output the same DFA.
RPNI is a state-merging algorithm. It first
builds a DFA which explicitly accepts and rejects
only the positive and negative examples in train-
ing. This DFA is known as a prefix-tree because
its states are in one-to-one correspondence with
the prefixes of the strings in the training set. It
then conducts a breadth-first traversal of the pre-
fix tree, attempting to successively merge pairs of
states. Two states are merged provided the result-
ing DFA is consistent with training set. Readers
are referred to de la Higuera (2010) for more de-
tails on RPNI and to Heinz et al. (2015) for more
general discussion of state-merging algorithms.
Oncina and Garcia (1992) proved that for each
regular language L there is a finite set S+ of pos-
itive examples and a finite set S− of negative ex-
amples such that RPNI, when given any training
set including S+ and S− as input, will output
a minimal DFA A recognizing L. Furthermore,
RPNI runs in cubic time with respect to the size of
S+∪S−. Additionally, the size of S+∪S− is also
bounded by a polynomial with respect to the size
of A. Readers are referred to de la Higuera (1997)
and Eyraud et al. (2016) for more details on anal-
yses of efficiency in grammatical inference.
5 Results
After each epoch, the RNNs were tested on the
test sets. Inspection of the accuracy trajectories
indicate that accuracy had stabilized in all cases
well before the 100th epoch. Therefore, accuracy
results are reported after the 100th epoch of train-
ing.
The networks were run 10 times and we report
the mean accuracy results on each test set, along
with the standard deviation. RPNI, being deter-
ministic, was only run once. These results for the
LSTMs and the s-RNNs and RPNI are given in
Table 2 for the SL targets and in Table 3 for the
SP targets. In these tables, each row corresponds
to one test set with one training set for one tar-
get stringset. The mean value is given in each cell
to three significant digits. The standard deviation
is given in parantheses to two significant digits.1
Boldfaced numbers in each row indicate the best
performance. Chance performance is 50%.
RPNI successfully output the target grammar in
10 of the 18 training regimens. These were the
SL2 10k, SL2 100k, SL4 100k, SP8 100k, and all
of the SP2 and SP4 training sets.2
First we explain the results generally and then
we make more specific comparisons. In all ex-
periments the LSTMs and s-RNNs scored above
chance indicating some learning took place. How-
ever, their mean results only outperformed RPNI
in 9 of the 36 test sets. These are Test1 and Test2
in the SL4 1k, SL8 1k, SP8 1k and SP8 10k exper-
iments, in addition to Test2 in the SL8 10k exper-
iment.
Also, the accuracies on Test1 and Test2 are
nearly the same for the LSTMs and s-RNNs in
almost all experiments except for the SP8 exper-
iments.3 On every SP8 experiment, the LSTM
and s-RNN mean performance on Test1 is at least
10% higher than the mean performance on Test2
(except for the s-RNNs on the SP8 100k exper-
iments). Thus with few important exceptions,
the generalizations acquired by the LSTMs and s-
RNNs in training extended to longer words with a
similar degree of accuracy.
1This means of course that values close, but not equal to,
one and zero may be shown as one and zero respectively. We
confirm this happens in a few instances.
2Even though the SL8 100k experiments shows RPNI
with an accuracy of 1.000, this is due to the rounding error.
The DFA RPNI output was not identical to the minimal target
DFA.
3The s-RNN performance is worse on Test2 than Test1 in
the SL4 1k experiment.
Table 2: Accuracy on Target SL Stringsets after 100 Epochs
Training Test
LSTM s-RNN
RPNI
10 30 100 10 30 100
SL2
1k
1 0.772 (0.09) 0.717 (0.08) 0.711 (0.02) 0.766 (0.11) 0.761 (0.11) 0.762 (0.10) 0.855
2 0.758 (0.09) 0.696 (0.10) 0.685 (0.02) 0.757 (0.15) 0.784 (0.17) 0.768 (0.15) 0.844
10k
1 0.773 (0.17) 0.616 (0.01) 0.666 (0.01) 0.682 (0.15) 0.660 (0.11) 0.649 (0.11) 1.000
2 0.772 (0.19) 0.602 (0.01) 0.650 (0.01) 0.675 (0.16) 0.650 (0.12) 0.639 (0.12) 1.000
100k
1 0.684 (0.15) 0.615 (0.03) 0.644 (0.01) 0.700 (0.14) 0.723 (0.16) 0.620 (0.01) 1.000
2 0.669 (0.16) 0.596 (0.02) 0.624 (0.01) 0.689 (0.16) 0.718 (0.18) 0.601 (0.01) 1.000
SL4
1k
1 0.902 (0.01) 0.907 (0.07) 0.884 (0.06) 0.913 (0.01) 0.956 (0.01) 0.968 (0.01) 0.918
2 0.836 (0.01) 0.890 (0.04) 0.901 (0.02) 0.844 (0.01) 0.896 (0.01) 0.911 (0.01) 0.813
10k
1 0.840 (0.15) 0.856 (0.12) 0.942 (0.08) 0.934 (0.12) 0.982 (0.00) 0.977 (0.01) 0.995
2 0.836 (0.16) 0.852 (0.13) 0.938 (0.08) 0.938 (0.12) 0.993 (0.00) 0.991 (0.00) 0.978
100k
1 0.975 (0.05) 0.917 (0.12) 0.898 (0.10) 0.905 (0.16) 0.989 (0.00) 0.986 (0.00) 1.000
2 0.981 (0.04) 0.923 (0.12) 0.903 (0.10) 0.916 (0.16) 0.995 (0.00) 0.994 (0.00) 1.000
SL8
1k
1 0.981 (0.02) 0.976 (0.04) 0.995 (0.00) 0.989 (0.01) 0.999 (0.00) 0.999 (0.00) 0.991
2 0.976 (0.02) 0.965 (0.03) 0.983 (0.01) 0.991 (0.00) 0.992 (0.00) 0.996 (0.00) 0.966
10k
1 0.931 (0.09) 0.979 (0.02) 0.964 (0.03) 0.995 (0.01) 0.998 (0.00) 0.997 (0.01) 0.998
2 0.980 (0.04) 0.998 (0.00) 0.999 (0.00) 0.998 (0.00) 0.998 (0.00) 0.997 (0.01) 0.994
100k
1 0.909 (0.11) 0.864 (0.12) 0.849 (0.11) 0.995 (0.01) 0.997 (0.00) 0.997 (0.00) 1.000
2 0.976 (0.05) 0.986 (0.02) 0.980 (0.03) 0.999 (0.00) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000
However, in the SP8 experiments, the notable
drop in accuracy in Test2 as compared to Test1
indicates that the networks failed to generalize to
longer words. In the SP8 1k and 10k experiments,
this failure may be excusable because the RPNI
results are similar. More precisely, the failure of
RPNI in these cases indicates that the training data
itself was plausibly insufficient for accurate learn-
ing to take place. However, this failure of the net-
works in the SP8 100k experiment cannot be so ex-
cused because RPNI scored 100% on both test sets
indicating that the training data was sufficiently
rich for proper inferences to occur.
We are also specifically interested in the LSTM
performance in the SL versus SP experiments.
With the exception of SL2 and SP2 experiments,
there is generally a drop in accuracy for LSTMs
on the SP experiments. This is most evident com-
paring the SP8 experiments with the SL8 experi-
ments. In particular, LSTM mean accuracy on the
SL4 and SL8 test sets were generally better than
their mean accuracy on the SP4 and SP8 test sets.
(The one exception is the comparison of the SL8
1k to the SP8 1k experiments.) This poorer perfor-
mance in the SP experiments challenges the nar-
rative in the deep learning literature that LSTMs
solve the problem of learning long-term depen-
dencies.
We are also interested in comparing the s-RNN
performance between the SL and SP experiments.
Like the LSTMS, the s-RNNs generally performed
worse in the SP 4 and 8 experiments than the SL 4
and 8 experiments.
Next we compare the performance of the
LSTMs to the performance of the s-RNNs in the
SP experiments. Given the narrative that the
LSTMarchitecture addresses a known problem for
s-RNNs, we expected that the s-RNN performance
would be worse than the LSTM performance on
the SP experiments. However this was not the
case. In fact, the s-RNN results are about the same,
and in some cases superior, perhaps most notably
in the SP8 100k experiments. Consequently, this
result also challenges the deep learning narrative
regarding long-term dependencies.
We conclude this section by mentioning an ad-
ditional striking and unexpected result. The mean
accuracy of the LSTMS and s-RNNs on the SL2
experiments, which are arguably the simplest pat-
terns to learn, were among the worst results in all
the experiments. While the accuracy in the SL2
1k experiments could be due to insufficient train-
ing data (as indicated by the RPNI result), this ra-
tionale is not available in the 10k and 100k ex-
periments. Their performance here suggests that
even the ability of recurrent networks to learn lo-
cal dependencies in formal languages needs fur-
ther study.
Table 3: Accuracy on Target SP Stringsets after 100 Epochs
Training Test
LSTM s-RNN
RPNI
10 30 100 10 30 100
SP2
1k
1 0.847 (0.06) 0.935 (0.07) 0.952 (0.07) 0.910 (0.05) 0.999 (0.00) 0.999 (0.00) 1.000
2 0.873 (0.10) 0.951 (0.08) 0.947 (0.08) 0.976 (0.01) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000
10k
1 0.734 (0.12) 0.673 (0.04) 0.720 (0.03) 0.937 (0.13) 0.960 (0.08) 0.972 (0.06) 1.000
2 0.723 (0.12) 0.656 (0.04) 0.701 (0.03) 0.934 (0.13) 0.960 (0.08) 0.972 (0.06) 1.000
100k
1 0.680 (0.08) 0.707 (0.10) 0.732 (0.07) 0.974 (0.07) 0.974 (0.07) 0.982 (0.04) 1.000
2 0.665 (0.09) 0.697 (0.12) 0.716 (0.08) 0.977 (0.07) 0.974 (0.08) 0.986 (0.04) 1.000
SP4
1k
1 0.883 (0.06) 0.885 (0.08) 0.775 (0.05) 0.890 (0.05) 0.969 (0.02) 0.988 (0.01) 1.000
2 0.943 (0.04) 0.840 (0.09) 0.749 (0.06) 0.885 (0.06) 0.975 (0.01) 0.985 (0.01) 1.000
10k
1 0.862 (0.13) 0.880 (0.14) 0.853 (0.08) 0.696 (0.05) 0.840 (0.15) 0.903 (0.12) 1.000
2 0.862 (0.14) 0.877 (0.15) 0.843 (0.08) 0.686 (0.05) 0.841 (0.16) 0.900 (0.12) 1.000
100k
1 0.842 (0.13) 0.791 (0.14) 0.720 (0.09) 0.884 (0.14) 0.828 (0.17) 0.895 (0.12) 1.000
2 0.831 (0.13) 0.785 (0.13) 0.716 (0.08) 0.900 (0.15) 0.827 (0.17) 0.902 (0.13) 1.000
SP8
1k
1 0.844 (0.04) 0.863 (0.05) 0.901 (0.01) 0.871 (0.01) 0.885 (0.02) 0.878 (0.01) 0.817
2 0.699 (0.08) 0.627 (0.05) 0.692 (0.03) 0.719 (0.02) 0.663 (0.06) 0.668 (0.03) 0.587
10k
1 0.827 (0.15) 0.798 (0.11) 0.804 (0.04) 0.818 (0.12) 0.856 (0.10) 0.979 (0.02) 0.873
2 0.654 (0.11) 0.672 (0.10) 0.638 (0.05) 0.566 (0.05) 0.646 (0.05) 0.811 (0.08) 0.634
100k
1 0.880 (0.10) 0.927 (0.08) 0.904 (0.08) 0.893 (0.14) 0.978 (0.04) 0.988 (0.01) 1.000
2 0.760 (0.12) 0.802 (0.13) 0.739 (0.09) 0.825 (0.15) 0.909 (0.11) 0.907 (0.09) 1.000
6 Discussion
The results above indicate the the neural networks
had the most difficulty in the SL2 and SP8 exper-
iments. Generally when learning fails, the possi-
ble culprits are either a deficiency in the data or
some deficiency in the learning mechanism. The
RPNI results exclude the former rationale for the
SL2 10k, SL2 100k, and SP8 100k experiments.
As for a deficiency in the neural networks, there
are many possible modifications that would ar-
guably improve outcomes. For instance, if the
results are due the networks overfitting then the
networks could be augmented with the dropout
method or could be told to stop training before 100
epochs provided some condition is reached (“early
stopping”).
We explored the possibility of early stopping
and the results are shown in Tables 4 and 5. These
tables repeat the RPNI results for easier compari-
son. Training for the networks were halted at the
epoch which maximized the accuracy of the net-
works on the validation set. The validation set was
a held-out fraction (10%) of the training set that
was randomly selected from the training set. Be-
cause the training set contained duplicates, it is not
the case that every test item in the validation set is
novel, as is the case with Test1 and Test2 items.
These experiments show that the SL2 results
do improve, but not to the level of the other ex-
perimental conditions. There is also improvement
in the SP8 experiments though the difference be-
tween Test1 and Test2 results remains large. We
also experimented with the dropout method (not
shown). Like early stopping, this improved the re-
sults, but not the observed trends described above.
Of course there are other ways to improve the
”learning power” of recurrent neural networks.
The vector sizes can be increased, multiple lay-
ers can be included in the recurrent components,
Kalman filters could be used, and so on. So this is
one avenue of future research.
However, these methods go hand-in-hand with
varying the complexity of the target languages at
different levels of abstraction, such as adding more
forbidden strings to the grammars, increasing the
size of the alphabet, increasing k, or moving up
the subregular hierarchy to more complex classes.
The goal here is not one-upmanship, but to in-
stead get a better understanding of how properties
of RNNs relate to properties of formal language
classes, like the well-understood subregular ones
presented in section 3.
As such, these experiments showed something
very clearly. They showed naive LSTMs have dif-
ficulty with learning a formal language defined by
a forbidden subsequence of length 8 but little to no
difficulty with learning a formal language defined
by forbidden substrings of length 8. The differ-
Table 4: Accuracy on Target SL Stringsets Early Stopping
Training Test
LSTM s-RNN
RPNI
10 30 100 10 30 100
SL2
1k
1 0.818 (0.03) 0.843 (0.05) 0.923 (0.02) 0.848 (0.06) 0.904 (0.03) 0.930 (0.03) 0.855
2 0.780 (0.06) 0.820 (0.07) 0.905 (0.04) 0.871 (0.10) 0.980 (0.02) 0.992 (0.01) 0.844
10k
1 0.925 (0.07) 0.851 (0.04) 0.875 (0.04) 0.936 (0.05) 0.884 (0.07) 0.729 (0.12) 1.000
2 0.919 (0.09) 0.836 (0.06) 0.835 (0.10) 0.964 (0.07) 0.868 (0.11) 0.753 (0.15) 1.000
100k
1 0.737 (0.14) 0.711 (0.14) 0.730 (0.03) 0.869 (0.15) 0.767 (0.17) 0.625 (0.01) 1.000
2 0.727 (0.15) 0.698 (0.15) 0.711 (0.04) 0.885 (0.17) 0.766 (0.19) 0.605 (0.01) 1.000
SL4
1k
1 0.898 (0.01) 0.939 (0.01) 0.945 (0.01) 0.908 (0.01) 0.945 (0.01) 0.958 (0.01) 0.918
2 0.829 (0.01) 0.888 (0.01) 0.887 (0.00) 0.840 (0.01) 0.883 (0.01) 0.898 (0.01) 0.813
10k
1 0.953 (0.05) 0.956 (0.04) 0.997 (0.00) 0.976 (0.03) 0.982 (0.00) 0.981 (0.00) 0.995
2 0.934 (0.06) 0.932 (0.05) 0.995 (0.01) 0.973 (0.04) 0.989 (0.00) 0.990 (0.00) 0.978
100k
1 0.994 (0.00) 0.973 (0.07) 1.000 (0.00) 0.990 (0.00) 0.990 (0.00) 0.987 (0.00) 1.000
2 0.996 (0.00) 0.975 (0.07) 1.000 (0.00) 0.996 (0.00) 0.996 (0.00) 0.995 (0.00) 1.000
SL8
1k
1 0.966 (0.02) 0.983 (0.01) 0.995 (0.00) 0.962 (0.02) 0.969 (0.01) 0.971 (0.01) 0.991
2 0.971 (0.01) 0.980 (0.02) 0.994 (0.00) 0.969 (0.02) 0.974 (0.01) 0.977 (0.01) 0.966
10k
1 0.990 (0.01) 0.996 (0.00) 0.999 (0.00) 0.998 (0.00) 0.999 (0.00) 0.999 (0.00) 0.998
2 0.994 (0.00) 0.995 (0.00) 0.998 (0.00) 0.997 (0.00) 0.998 (0.00) 0.998 (0.00) 0.994
100k
1 0.993 (0.01) 0.998 (0.00) 1.000 (0.00) 0.999 (0.00) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000
2 0.994 (0.01) 0.999 (0.00) 1.000 (0.00) 0.999 (0.00) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000
ence between substring and subsequence—which
reduces logically to the question of whether or-
der is represented in strings with the successor or
precedence relation (Rogers et al., 2013)—is thus
significant for naive LSTMs.
The successor/precedence difference is also
challenging for s-RNNs, but they are not any more
challenging for s-RNNs than they are for LSTMs.
In fact, s-RNNs outperform LSTMs on many of
the SP experiments.
From these results, it is hard to see how LSTMs
are a solution to learning long-term dependencies,
which are problematic for s-RNNs.
Rodriguez (2001) cautions against underesti-
mating s-RNNs. In this article he argues he shows
“a range of language tasks in which an [s-RNN]
develops solutions that not only count but also
copy and store counting information. In one case,
the network stores information like an explicit
storage mechanism. In other cases, the network
stores information more indirectly. . . ” In short,
despite the well-known exploding and vanishing
gradient problems, s-RNNs can learn to store in-
formation long-term in some circumstances.
So what then explains the unexpected per-
formance of s-RNNs? One possibility is
the Adam optimization method (Kingma and Ba,
2014) which the s-RNNs in these experiments
used. This optimization technique is relatively re-
cent and replaces the method of stochastic gra-
dient descent (SGD), which was used in the
decades prior to Adam’s introduction. The narra-
tive regarding long-term dependencies surround-
ing LSTMs and s-RNNs was developed in the con-
text of SGD. So one hypothesis is that the narra-
tive is conditioned on the use of SGD as the op-
timization method, but that once Adam is used in
its place, the capacity of s-RNNs to learn long-
term dependencies is much improved. In a sense,
maybe Adam itself goes some distance in resolv-
ing the vanishing and exploding gradient prob-
lems.
We have begun to test this hypothesis by run-
ning the experiments with SGD instead of Adam.
While we are not yet able to provide a full report,
the result of a single experiment with s-RNNs us-
ing SGD as the optimization method shows a se-
rious decline its performance as shown in Table 6
Obviously, this is an area of current and future re-
search.
Another possibility is highlighted by the fact
that there are different kinds of long-term de-
pendencies. It may be that LSTMs outperform
s-RNNs on long-term dependencies unlike the
Strictly Piecewise ones tested here. As mentioned,
the subregular hierarchies (Figure 1) are partic-
ularly good at distinguishing different types of
long-term dependencies. One contribution of this
Table 5: Accuracy on Target SP Stringsets Early Stopping
Training Test
LSTM s-RNN
RPNI
10 30 100 10 30 100
SP2
1k
1 0.871 (0.04) 0.954 (0.05) 0.992 (0.00) 0.910 (0.05) 0.994 (0.01) 0.992 (0.01) 1.000
2 0.960 (0.03) 0.989 (0.02) 0.998 (0.00) 0.976 (0.01) 0.998 (0.01) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000
10k
1 0.890 (0.07) 0.941 (0.04) 0.977 (0.02) 0.995 (0.01) 0.981 (0.05) 0.999 (0.00) 1.000
2 0.979 (0.02) 0.990 (0.01) 0.994 (0.01) 1.000 (0.00) 0.984 (0.05) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000
100k
1 0.833 (0.14) 0.819 (0.12) 0.890 (0.08) 0.997 (0.01) 0.999 (0.00) 0.997 (0.00) 1.000
2 0.838 (0.16) 0.805 (0.13) 0.872 (0.09) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000
SP4
1k
1 0.881 (0.06) 0.946 (0.04) 0.963 (0.03) 0.887 (0.05) 0.966 (0.02) 0.979 (0.01) 1.000
2 0.950 (0.03) 0.960 (0.03) 0.983 (0.01) 0.883 (0.05) 0.975 (0.01) 0.979 (0.01) 1.000
10k
1 0.899 (0.11) 0.958 (0.07) 0.991 (0.01) 0.935 (0.08) 0.968 (0.04) 0.999 (0.00) 1.000
2 0.926 (0.09) 0.971 (0.05) 0.991 (0.01) 0.954 (0.07) 0.984 (0.02) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000
100k
1 0.943 (0.08) 0.940 (0.08) 0.920 (0.06) 0.942 (0.09) 0.958 (0.09) 0.973 (0.07) 1.000
2 0.928 (0.08) 0.930 (0.09) 0.911 (0.07) 0.951 (0.09) 0.962 (0.08) 0.974 (0.08) 1.000
SP8
1k
1 0.884 (0.02) 0.884 (0.02) 0.903 (0.02) 0.861 (0.01) 0.878 (0.02) 0.857 (0.02) 0.817
2 0.733 (0.03) 0.643 (0.06) 0.688 (0.04) 0.730 (0.01) 0.681 (0.06) 0.625 (0.04) 0.587
10k
1 0.934 (0.05) 0.921 (0.05) 0.959 (0.03) 0.908 (0.02) 0.952 (0.03) 0.991 (0.00) 0.873
2 0.637 (0.08) 0.659 (0.10) 0.704 (0.11) 0.600 (0.08) 0.640 (0.10) 0.837 (0.05) 0.634
100k
1 0.977 (0.04) 0.975 (0.04) 0.980 (0.02) 0.964 (0.05) 0.990 (0.03) 1.000 (0.00) 1.000
2 0.881 (0.11) 0.865 (0.13) 0.864 (0.08) 0.890 (0.08) 0.942 (0.09) 0.984 (0.03) 1.000
paper is the more fine-grained classification of
long-term dependencies that formal language the-
ory and the subregular language classes provide
researchers.
Finally, we return to the discussion of inter-
preting the performance of the neural networks
in light of the grammatical inference algorithm
RPNI. We argued it was useful to use RPNI to
evaluate the quality of the data. However, this ar-
gument has one potential flaw. RPNI can be said
to measure the sufficiency of the data, at least for
learning mechanisms which are targeting regular
stringsets. If the learning mechanisms are capable
of learning nonregular languages then they may
needmore data to learn some regular languages (in
order to distinguish them from some context-free
language for example).
RPNI in a sense “knows” that it is learning regu-
lar stringsets because it only ever builds finite-state
acceptors. There is evidence that RNNs, on the
other hand, can learn some non-regular stringsets
(Rodriguez, 2001; Schmidhuber et al., 2002). Fur-
thermore, it is not known how to build this kind
of a priori knowledge into neural networks. In
other words, the use of RPNI to understand the
quality of the training data is suggestive but not
probative. Nonetheless, in the absence of theoret-
ical learning results of RNNs on nonregular for-
mal languages, using grammatical inference algo-
rithms which provably learn large classes of lan-
guages (like RPNI) may be the best anyone can
do.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we developed controlled experi-
ments using formal languages for investigating the
ability of RNNs to learn long-term dependencies.
The results are difficult to understand in light of
the dominant narrative in the deep learning litera-
ture regarding the efficacy of LSTMs over s-RNNs
in this learning task.
More generally, the experiments presented here
help show how formal language theory can reveal
the advantages and disadvantages of various RNN
models more clearly than testing with real-world
datasets. The primary reason is that we control
the nature of the target patterns and their complex-
ity. This was illustrated here with the compari-
son of SL and SP languages which encode local
and long-term dependencies, respectively. From
a logical perspective, the only difference between
the SL and SP classes is the way in which order
is represented in strings: SL classes use the suc-
cessor relation and SP classes use the precedence
relation.
Controlled experiments can also include care-
fully designed test sets. Here, through Test1 and
Test2, we could control the test data to better
Table 6: s-RNN with SGD Accuracy on Target
Stringsets after 100 epochs
sRNN with SGD
Training v10 v30 v100
Regimen Test1 Test2 Test1 Test2 Test1 Test2
1k 0.7641 0.7228 0.8015 0.7336 0.7362 0.6898
SL2 10k 0.7194 0.6983 0.7752 0.7169 0.9745 0.9981
100k 0.8034 0.7417 0.9713 0.9984 0.9482 0.9968
1k 0.9304 0.8683 0.9072 0.8359 0.8789 0.8134
SL4 10k 0.8234 0.7870 0.8347 0.7977 0.8588 0.8187
100k 0.4738 0.5005 0.8957 0.8492 0.5567 0.5641
1k 0.8191 0.8265 0.8402 0.8564 0.8065 0.8064
SL8 10k 0.5076 0.4951 0.5076 0.4951 0.6441 0.6409
100k 0.7830 0.7789 0.7830 0.7789 0.8079 0.8031
1k 0.7346 0.7331 0.8739 0.9174 0.8370 0.9277
SP2 10k 0.8371 0.8449 0.8400 0.8264 0.9998 1.0000
100k 0.6071 0.5902 0.5696 0.5645 1.0000 1.0000
1k 0.7625 0.7361 0.5744 0.5306 0.6668 0.5991
SP4 10k 0.7270 0.6808 0.6167 0.6331 0.7270 0.6398
100k 0.7038 0.6287 0.5626 0.5582 0.6643 0.5845
1k 0.8160 0.7702 0.1984 0.2882 0.8393 0.7372
SP8 10k 0.6520 0.6201 0.8364 0.6677 0.4504 0.5204
100k 0.8251 0.7505 0.8117 0.7645 0.4409 0.5027
understand how the RNNs generalize to words
longer than the ones found in training.
We argued these controlled experiments show
there is still some distance to go to understand
how RNNs, including LSTMs, represent and learn
long-term dependencies in sequential patterns.
We tentatively hypothesized that the optimization
technique Adam may alleviate some difficulties
that s-RNNs may have with long-term dependen-
cies. If correct, this means the source of the prob-
lem was not the s-RNNs per se, but SGD.
Finally, we believe that more controlled exper-
iments of the sort presented here with more com-
plex formal languages and less naive LSTMs and
other kinds of RNNs, in conjunction with learning
algorithms from grammatical inference, are criti-
cal to better understanding the capacity of neural
networks to represent and learn long-term depen-
dencies.
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